CUSHMAN'S TROPHY golf car offers more foot and legroom for its riders in the 1975 model. More than 1,330 square inches of footroom and 42 inches of legroom are featured on the '75 with the added comforts of heavy-duty suspension and deep foam modified bucket seats. The Trophy also offers an all-steel bumper and is driven with a 36-volt power pack.

DESIGNED TO SATISFY the needs of the commercial user, Gravely recently introduced its 40-inch mower. The mower allows the user to cut a full swath, making short work of large jobs. The 40-inch model can be powered by any one of the 2-wheel or 4-wheel model tractors Gravely manufactures.

GRISWOLD CONTROLS has come out with a new line of valves and controllers for the irrigation industry, designated as its S-Series. Available in five sizes, the valves range from ¼ inch to 2 inch and can be installed underground either horizontally or vertically. Several options are also available with the system, providing added irrigation capabilities.

MC INDUSTRIES has employed a gravity principle in developing its new Magiclip order wheel. Paper ranging from onionskin to cardboard can be supported easily on the Magiclip. Springs, found on older order wheels, are eliminated completely on the Magiclip. An anodized aluminum finish is included and keeps the mechanism sanitary.

TORO'S Irrigation Division has a new four-color brochure available pointing out the various services in its systems. All phases of installation are discussed and golf course equipment such as the Vari-Time controller are outlined.

ASTRO-STONE Corporation recently announced a nationwide expansion program for its line of natural stone surfacing material for lobbies, patios, pool decks, floors, walkways and walls. Stronger than concrete, Astro-Stone also provides a slip-proof surface, eliminating puddles. Water drains right through since the material is completely porous. Epoxy coating on the product's surface makes Astro-Stone impervious to salt, gasoline, grease, acids and fertilizers.

BOLT INDUSTRIES might have the answer to golf course sanitation problems with its new self-contraption are discussed and golf course the Envirovac. Reducing the amount of water needed to support the system by 90 percent, Envirovac offers a new solution to a traditional headache. Utilizing a relocatable approach, the system's mobile building can be installed anywhere.

HAND CRAFTED wooden signs are the top of the line for Vermont Hand Carved Signs. Detailed in every way, the signs create a mood for each club and are the signatures of buildings and business. Vermont claims any sign is possible through their firm and sign designers are not restricted to forms, molds or stock items. Besides signs depicting the course name, there are also possibilities at tees and throughout the clubhouse.

KELLER GOLF CLUBS is the U.S. distributor of a new line of stainless steel shafts, from Japan. According to the manufacturer, the shaft enables the construction of a club lighter in overall weight, one that can be swung faster.